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There are an estimated 60 million dogs and 70 million cats living mainly
because beloved companions in American homes, and feeding pets is a
multi-billion dollar business. With pet disease and illness increasing,
a substantial proportion of owners are turning to holistic wellness care
to prevent disease and improve their pet's well-being. Certainly, our
pets should have the same thought. Readers figure out how to easily make
a healthy homemade food so their pet might have a shiny coating, healthy
skin and digestion, clean teeth, bright eyes, and no fleas or "doggy
breath". The foundation of holistic care is optimum nutrition. This easy-
to-read publication will help pet-fans enable their dogs and cats to
enjoy a perfect quality of life through a species-appropriate diet of
raw, organic foods. Our own doctors extol the virtues of eating fewer
processed foods and more new foods if we desire to enjoy good health.
Also included will be the Holistic Animal Yellowish Pages, an invaluable
information resource.
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Not quite as bad because so many raw diet books, but certainly not a
good book either Of all the many bad books out there that deal with
natural food for canines (and cats), that is among the less bad ones,
but that doesn't make it an excellent or even an okay reserve. Kymythy
Schultze addresses some nutritional basics (and errs on a few, but so do
every one of them). and she relays why a raw diet is generally
preferable for a pet (or cat), but she leaves out every specific
information that could help anyone interested in providing a raw diet
because of their pets with accurate hands-on tips. You can find no easy-
to-follow "dishes. She doesn't provide just recipes; And so forth.We're
also not learning about additional benefits of feeding a species-
appropriate raw diet plan - which would include feeding huge bone-in
chunks of meats. Eating isn't just meant to consume food, it is normally
also designed to engage the mind and the body through the feeding
process, which the ground mushy diet plan Schultze is recommending
cannot offer. Big chunks that want massive chewing do also provide
because the canine (and feline) method of dental cleaning, therefore
feeding mush isn't going to help with that either.Overall, a
disappointment, but no quite as bad while a number of the others, such
as Carina Beth Macdonald's "Natural Dog Food," which is truly horrific.
Best book I've continue reading the subject. I liked the book. The
author was clear also to the idea and used simple anecdotes to
illustrate her factors." You can find no tables showing the percentage
of bone content of the various bone-in meats. But there is one big fault
with the Kindle edition. This publication answered a lot of my queries
and we are on our method to feeding the best Diet to our pups. I have
been feeding some raw food, using Dr.All-in-almost all she was very
thorough. EXACTLY AS EXPECTED! As with many dog owners, I was intrigued
by raw feeding but by no means knew how to begin. Good, Useful but
incomplete! This is an instant read with helpful information and may
function as an excellent reference for the novice raw feeder. she lets
you know why each component is essential, or of it isn't.. Additionally
the "sample regular monthly menu" can’t end up being copied and pasted
into Phrase for picture correction or extrapolation. Combine Years to
Your Dog's Life! My Parent's beloved Lhasa, Victoria was 9 years old and
beginning to slow down and bald, when a friend handed me this reserve.
Wonder Info on Raw Diets for your Dog Fantastic book if you are thinking
of switching your dog to a raw diet Four Stars as advertised. Then I
sent her the book and after reading it, she hesitantly got Victoria off
her high quality dry dog food and started feeding her according to Ms.
Schultze suggestions; natural eggs, bones and all! Victoria had by no
means enjoyed her dry meals and had to be coaxed into eating it. Get the
publication! She devoured it, heartily! This is the first publication I
read that offered me simple instructions on how best to create a diet
for that dog. She has a beautiful coat, and tons of energy. My Mom's Vet
saw her several months after starting the dietary plan and was in shock.



She had to know what Mother had done to effect such a dramatic
transformation! She under no circumstances developed any profound
illnesses and passed on peacefully at 16 years old! For the next seven
years, Victoria flourished on raw meat, raw veggies, uncooked bones, raw
eggs and Flax Seed Essential oil. When Mom shared her knowlege about the
Diet, the Vet was skeptical but the proof that was right before her was
unrefutable so she encouraged Mom to keep feeding Victoria Raw. Easy to
read and follow. We've no disease amongst our Canine Farmily and they
all possess sparkling teeth and glossy coats. This is the way Canines
should eat. Not so with this Diet! Try the Diet! It changed my life (&
Ideal for getting started This book is concise and well crafted. These
are quickly overcome with a fresh perspective gained out of this
informative book. She gives choices for meeting nutritional requirements
for your dog (family pet). Make sure you know what you're messing with
You need a many more than this if you're arranging your pets' nutrition
needs.. Since that first pet I have had others - some with medical
issues that required me to do additional research and modify diet plans.
DON'T do that on a whim, ONLY utilize it as a instruction to greatly
help with specific requirements. A good vet can help you, a poor vet
won't, if your vet won't help then it is time to find a new vet. This
made doing it myself simple and easy. I loved this book. Have been
"wondering" about commercial dog food for a long time. When we got a new
puppy (a 2 yr previous) I held her on your dog food that she was used
to. Noticed that she would bite at her skin and dig at her ears. Finally
decided to educated myself on homemade foood. I have already been
feeding raw for about 15 years now - I started when I acquired a puppy
who not eat commercial puppy food. It is extremely clear and an easy
task to stick to. My goldie is 3 and a half now, rather than digs or
scrapes herself. She started having 'puppy crazies' again and within
months, the fur on her sweet head begun to grow back heavy and glossy!
Easy to read Love the book. I now have 5 canines on our Farm and they
are all fed this way. Sample menus for your pet or cat based on weight.
It reduces the information in order that it is not intimidating. I
shared this content with my Mom who said she'd never feed raw meat to
her dog! Several my friends have used this reserve as a starting place.
Really helped me understand the basics of good nutrition It changed my
entire life, my house animals lives and probably saved my relationship.
I purchased my first duplicate of this book in 2000, and many to share
since. I have already been rescuing cats, all my life (I am 63) & doing
TNR (trap neuter & While I observed benefits, I didn't observe how I
could perhaps afford to feed 4 dozen animals, raw food. In 1999 I
reached a breaking point with what I perceived as a marked upsurge in
the level of illness I was seeing in my own cats & vets inability to
address chronic issues without massive use of medications. She also
discusses some of the pros and cons of a raw diet, which clear up some
myths out there. Pitcairn's recipes, for approximately 5 years, ahead of



finding this book. return) with feral cats since before it was called
TNR. I QUICKLY met a woman, who raises Ibizan hounds, who presented me
to the book. Your Dog will thank you! probably saved my relationship)!
At first I was only going to feed the inside cats, (who had a plethora
of special needs), raw, but after in regards to a week there was such a
profound difference, across the panel, that it just wasn't humane to
deny these advantages to the feral cats, too. I think it does an
excellent job of illustrating why a specie suitable diet is important
and it can it in a way that doesn't scare people from the theory. This
book nevertheless was the one that got me started. enough time it takes
to make. Not to mention the decreased time I spend washing
litterboxes.The only real drawbacks for me will be the time to prepare
the meals and the cost of high quality ingredients. EXACTLY AS EXPECTED!
One Star It wasn't what I expected I think it does an excellent job of
illustrating why a specie appropriate diet plan is ... This publication
took the mystery out of it. Within days of beginning the dietary plan,
Victoria came back to 'life'! If you're thinking about switching to
natural for your pet this book definitely helps. It is a beginner
publication - designed to help people get over their fears about feeding
raw food. If you're going to wreck havoc on this please do more
studying, it isn't at all simple and your pet cannot tell you what is
wrong if you miss something. operating to the veterinarian), alone, a
lot more than offsets the cost & I have probably ordered at least 6
copies of this book. Each time someone I understand asks about feeding a
natural diet I either mortgage out my publication (it usually doesn't
come back), or I purchase it and also have it shipped to them. Easy and
simple to read Basic and easy to read. the money I save well on vet
expenses (& I simply ordered another duplicate. The "sample monthly
menu" is difficult to learn on any screen, not really on my iPad rather
than on my laptop computer. I had too much to consider with my dog with
intestinal problems (something such as IBS with frequent bloody
diarrhea). the last person I loaded it to never returned it.
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